Cape May is one of the most haunted towns you'll ever visit. Is it any wonder? It's such a marvelous place, even the spirits don't want to leave! See if a ghostly encounter is in the cards for you!

Build Your Own Experience
Choose tour options from one or more of the following categories:

**TROLLEY TOUR OPTIONS**
- Spirits & Oddities Trolley Tour (30 minutes)
- Ghosts of Cape May Trolley Tour (30 minutes)

**PHYSICK ESTATE HOUSE TOUR OPTIONS**
- Historic Haunts House Tour (30 minutes)
- Magic & Mystery House Tour (30 minutes)
- Phantoms of the Physick Estate (45 minutes)
- Voices from Beyond (60 minutes)

**COMBINATION TOUR OPTIONS**
- Historic Haunts Combo Tour: A double dose of Ghosts! (60 minutes)
- Magic & Mystery Combination Tour (60 minutes)
- Graveyard, Ghosts and Mansion Combo Tour (2 hours)
- Combination Magic, Mystery & Spirits Tour (60 minutes)

**PRESENTATIONS**
Enhance your group's dining experience with one of our many educational or living history presentations i.e., Victorian Spiritualism, Temperance Debate, Victorian Fashion and Medicine, etc. (45 minutes)

**LUNCH AT ONE OF CAPE MAY’S FINE RESTAURANTS**
Cape May is known for its culinary scene. Ask about the many delicious options available for our ghosts and your groups.

Susan F. Gibson, CTIS Group Tour Manager
Direct: 609-224-6030 | sgibson@capemaymac.org

#CapeMayMAC
#MoreFunWithFriends
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